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FOREWORD

House Resolution No. 11, adopted by the Fourteenth State Legislature,
requested the Legislative Reference Bureau to conduct a study of the various
federat ,and, state statutes' r;eJating' to the reten'fionand qissemination of
re'cords maintairi'ed' by ~rublic arthives and to recommend solutio;nsand propose
legislation on the storage Of reco'rds, the" duration of; storage, and destruction
or release of confidential matters.
The specific natu re of the question
concerned the lifting of access restrictions on confidential public records
acquired and preserved in the state archives.
This report responds to the resolution.
The Legislative Reference Bureau thanks the various state archivists
from across the country who responded to the Bureau's request for
information regarding methods of handling confidential records.
Special
mahalo goes to the staff of the Hawaii State Archives, Historical Records
Branch, and especially to the State Archivist, Ms. Jolyn Tamura.
Samuel B. K. Chang
Director
October 1988
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Objectives of the Study
House Resolution No. 11 (see Appendix A) requested the Legislative
Reference Bureau (Bureau) in conjunction with the State Archives, to study
the various federal and state statutes' relating to the retention and
dissemination of records maintained by public archives and recommend
soll;.ltions and propose legislation relating to the· storage of records, the
du ration of storage, and destruction or release of confidential matters.
Methodology
Background information for this study was collected from interviews with
the Hawaii State Archives 'staff and a review of the literature on this subject.
In addition, the Bureau surveyed forty-nine state archiVes for laws, rules,
or attorney general opinions to identify their methods of dealing with the
privacy issue.
Other information collected' for this study came from the
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) and the Council of
State Governments (CSG) which maintains a clearinghouse for state archival
and records management information th rough its relationship with the National
Association of Government Archives and Records Administrators (NAGARA) .
Organization of the Report
The report is presented as follows:
Chapter 1 is the introduction. This chapter describes the objectives and
methodology of the study, as well as the scope of the report.
A short
. explanation of the role of records in governmeritand the function of a public
archives are 'provided as background to understanding the basic issue of
access to confidential records in an archival setting. Concluding this chapter
is a brief history of the Hawaii State Archives.
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature on the issue of access to
. restricted public records which are housed in an archives.
Chapter 3 describes how the Federal government and other states handle
this question. How Hawaii's State Archives currently handles access to public
records of a confidential nature is also described.
Chapter 4 contains recommendations, including proposed legislation.
Scope of the

Report

In 1987 Governor Waihee appointed an Ad Hoc Committee on Public
Records and Privacy Laws consisting of nine members with a variety of
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experience in government,
Report:

media,. and law.

According to the Committee's

"The Go.verno.r charged the Co.mmittee to. review the current law
and the implementatio.n o.f that law, to. So.licit public co.mment, to.
review alternatives to. the current law, and to. repo.rt back the·
findings o.f this wo.rk."l

The Report indicated .that unti.1 the Committee was appointed:
. Hawaii 's current law' has .operated :to. keep mo..~t' reco.rds which
invo.lve an individual· co.nf,identiaL
It has, ho.wever,. no.t do.ne so.
thro.ugh a balancing test which weighs co.mpeting interests but rather
by the unintended interplay between statutes (Chapters 92 and 92E)
written at different times fo.r different purpo.ses and witho.ut regard
fo.r each o.ther. The results leave everyo.ne invo.lved (the public, the
media, and go.vernment o.fficials) uncertain as· to.. the :effect o.f the
law in, any~ pa:.;-ticular· instance and unlikely; to. agree o.n . the
int,~rpretatio.nsmade in specific cases.
Repeated effo.rts to' address
. this . subject at the Legislature have pro.duced ·little agreement.,.o.r
. pro.gress in reso.lving :the dispute. 2

DU,ring the Committee's. receipt of testimony, concerned individuals raised
the iss,ue of access t() public- records", i:lnd more specifically ; . access., for
research purposes and restrictions on access to archive material.
"The
overwhelming sentiment expressed to the Committee was for a test (to
determine access) which provides for maximum public access to records with a
narrow range of exceptions.
I n fact, as one Committee member said, it
should not so much be a balancing test as a ,presumption of openness. "3
" Testimony indicated that certain records at the State Archives, some
over 100 years old were unavailable to researchers because of concerns over
privacy and confidentiality.· Although the Acting State Archivist, . Ken
Kiyabu, urged the adoption of the Georgia Records Act of 1972 for the State
of Hawaii, the 1988 Legislature opted instead for H. R. No. 11, re,questing a
study of the issue before any legislation was, adopted. 4
The. scope of this, report, therefore, is limited to a review of the problem
of access to public records stored in a public archives which contain
information of a private or confidential natu re and which are inaccessible to
researchers. ,Many states, including Hawaii, have laws generally known as
"open records laws" which provide for access to records stored in
administrative agencies. These laws generally provide that pUblic records are
available for inspection during normal office hours.5
This study focuses only on the small quantity of records which has been
transferred legally and for historical purposes to a public archives and which
contain access restrictions because of privacy or confidentiality concerns .
The approach of this study is to recommend ways in which the legislature can
address the. concerns of historians and other researchers by setting time
limits for the ,termination of private,. confidential, and other restrictive
classification of records in the archives.
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Records and the Function of Archives
The word "archives" can mean any of several things. According to one
author, there are three ways in which the word archives is used:
(1)

The non-current records of an organization, institution, or
individual which are selected for preservation because of thei r
continuing value".

(2)

The repository or building (or part thereof) where archival material
is stored.

(3)

An
agency
responsible
for
the
selection,
preservation,
documentation and making available of archival material. 6

Government offices collect information about individuals from birth,
through life, to" death.
These bits of information are colleCted for certain
purposes such as identifying property rights through land ownership records,
providing government services such as social welfare services, collecting
taxes, and a variety of other government funCtions. The State of: Hawaii, for
example, is operated by nearly twenty functional departments and many
boards, commissions, and agencies.
These agencies and departments collect
data about the environment (for example, air and water quality information);
people (e. g. , census);
busi nesses (e. g. , licenses, tradema rks); land
ownership; "agricultural production statistics; and promotion of products of
Hawaii . Whether this information is collected and stored on paper or machine
readable tape, disk, or other media, all are considered government "records".
A record can be defined as any recorded information related to the work
bf a governmental office regardless of who created it or how information was

recorded.
I n HawaiI', a "government record" means information maintained by
an agency in written, auditory, visuaL electronic, or other physical form: 7
Among other things the information in these records provide:
(1)

The duties and responsibilities of the agencies;

(2)

A record of services provided, benefits received, or legal rights of
the individuals served by the agency .

. It is helpful in the" discussion of public archives to begin with a
description of records management in general and the process through which
records control is achieved.
Records management is the orderly control of
records from the time they are created, organized, and maintained, until they
are finally disposed of after serving their purpose, or preserved for
historical value. Efficient "records management results in creation of records
for specific purpose"s, speedy retrieval of records when needed, and economy
in the operation of government offices.
A records inventory is usually the first step towards identifying the
various records collected and maintained by an agency.
An inventory
consists of a listing of records series--records arranged as a unit because
they relate to a particular subject or function, which are normally filed
together, and evaluated as a whole. From this inventory, information about
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the rate o.f gro.wth, filing pro.blems, freguency o.f use, and o.ther,qualit,iescan
be identified.
.

.

After reco.rds havebeeninvento.ried, each record series is ev.aluated fo.r
its purpo.se and value;' and a retentio.n perio.d assigned. This is the pro.cess
o.f "scheduling" reco.rds ... The determinatio.n of retentio.n perio.ds is based o.n
analyzing legal, audit, ando.ther requirements fo.rretain,ing the reco.rds. A
reco.rds retentio.n and dispositio.n schedule is a 'management' to.o.l used to.
prescribe the time to. retire reco.rds to. inactive' status and eventually the
time to. destro.yo.r dispo.se o.f the. reco.rds. It is usually .during the invento.ry
and scheduling phases that access limitatio.ns
to. private, o.r, co.nfidential
reco.rds are determined.
Go.vernment agencies which have up-to.-date
schedules wo.uld have identified reco.rds fo.r systematic remo.val to. the state
archive~.·
.
'
'
In the State o.f Hawaii, the Archives Divisio.n o.f th~ Department o.f
Acco.unting and General Services (DAGS) pro.vides· assi'stance to. an. state
agencies indevelo.ping reco.rds retentio.nanddispo.sitio.n ~chedules, o.perates a
,State Reco.rds Center. which. ,sto.res inactive. records, and pro.vides limi.ted
.
micro.filming services. to. state ageflcies.
Creatio.n
o.f, an Archives
.
;

Most go.vernment reco.rds do. no.t have to be retained fo.rever. Acco.rding
to. Pederson, archivists estimate. that. "abo.ut90 per cent to. 95 per cent o.f
reco.rds generated sho.uld be destro.yed after they have' sery,ed their pu rpo.se
and have met o.ther legal o.r financial requirements. "8
.
Archives are created fo.r 'the preservatio.'n 'of the remaIning five to. ten
percent o.f reco.rds o.f enduring, histo.rical value. Archivists are trained to.
identify tho.se reco.rdswhich sho.uld be sto.red in archives.
Histo.rians,
researchers, genealo.gists, so.cio.lo.gists, and many o.ther citizens use these
reco.rds to. co.llect info.rmatio.n and gain an understanding o.f life during times
Io.ng past. The histo.ry o.f a cultu re, a neighbo.rho.o.d, a so.ciety, and natio.n
can be reco.nstructed fro.m the study of its reco.rds.
Typical uses o.f archives include the study ,o.f the o.fficial papers o.f key
go.vernment leaders, o.r' the' co.llectio.n o.f deScriptive acco.unts of immigrants'
lives fro.m letters, diaries, and o.ther items.
Research techniques have
changed o.ver time and mo.re recently the research appro.ach has been to.
co.llect info.rmatio.n that spanned a number o.f years and use statistical
techniques to. develo.p data qn trends o.ver time and Io.o.k atgrQup experiences
o.r culturalchanges. 9
Regardless o.f the teGhniques and research emphasis': archival material
, are. a valuable resource to. so.ciety as a who.le., When access to. archival
reco.rdsis restricted because o.f co.nfidentiality o.r privacy co.ncerns,
researchers find their wo.rk thwarted.
.
,Reco.rds may. be restricted for privacy reaso.ns when the. info.rmatio.n
co.ntained in them are o.f ,.<;1. hiShly ,intimate perso.nal nature and which if
released, co.uld subject the person (and so.metimes thaLperso.n'sdescendants)
to embarassment, ridicule, o.r o.ther unfavo.rable actio.n.
.1 n fact: the
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definition of "personal record" includes information about a person's
education, financial, medical or. employment history, any identifying marks,
symbols, photograph, voice print, home address, phone number,' and birth,
death, marriage, and divorce information found on' vital record certificates, or
information on 'an application for a license. 10
In the State of Hawaii, there is a presumption of openness with regard
to public records since the adoption of Act 262 in 1988 (chapter, 92F, Hawaii
Revised Statutes). The balancing test is' to provide the acc.ess to records of
historical signiHcance while providing that privacy concerns are protected
until a time in the future when the individuals affected are no longer alive.
History ·of the Hawaii State Archives
The Hawaii State Archives was established by statute in 1905. When the
Hawaii public archives building was opened for business in 1906 it was
distinct in that it was "the first building in the United States erected solely
for the custody and preservation of public archives. "11
According to the NHPRC Final Report:
With the 1906 opening of the Archives Building,the new agency
began collecting more than 100 years of records of early Hawaii, the
Constitutional Kingdom, and the Republic, scattered among government
offices, storerooms, basements, and private . homes, and prey to
moisture, insects, fire and careless handling. 12

Hawaii and the state archives h'ave had several residents, primarily
former missionaries, who performed historian/archivist duties during the early
1800's, collecting; sorting, arranging, 'and indexing or' cataloging these
records. The NHPRC report provides a brief description of the early days of
records collection in Hawaii.
Dr. Gerrit Parmele Judd' was the first to 'oversee the collection and
arrangement of, government documents.
Dr. Judd was a former medical
missionary/member 'of the King's Treasury Board, Translator, and Recorder
for the kingdom.
Dr. Judd was succeeded by Robert Crichton' Wyllie who
collected papers from native officials and non-native residents of long
standing.
The first· legislative appointee to sort and classify records
pursuant to a 1892 appropriation was Reverend Roswell Randall Hoes, but the
1893 revolution brought his work to a halt.
Under the Republic of Hawaii
(1893-1898) the Foreign Ministers, first Dr. Nathaniel Bright Emerson and
then Henry E.Cooper organized and cared for the records of the Republic.
Hawaii became a territory of the United States in 1898. As a territory,
the records of Hawaii during 1898 through' 1959 could have been acq'uired by
the National Archives, but this never occurred. The accomplishments of the
State Archivists si'nce the passage of the Archives Act of 1905 are succinctly
described in the NHPRC Final Report and provides a valuable summary of the
early years:
The Archives Act of 1905 authorized the governor to appoint a
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three-member 1;>oard of Commissioners of Public Archives "to collect
all public .archives, to arrange, classify and inventory the same; to
provide for
their
safekeeping,
and to
compile
and
furnish
information concerning them."
The Commissioners were to receive
only expenses, and were authorized to hire someone to do their work.
A former bookkeeper and meteorologist, Robert Colfax Lydecker, was
engaged as clerk to the Board, later, being called Librarian of the
Public Archives.
Lydecker's
lack of training in historical
methodology did not impair his performance as Hawaii's first
official Archivist in the formidable task of collecting, evaluating
and indexing 100 years of records.
The Board next revived the 1903 plan for a hall of records, for
which an appropriation was still available, but shortly due,to
expire.
Rather than a hall of records concept under which
government departments retained control of records deposited in a
central building, the Archives Commissioners requested that the
building house public archives over which they would exercise
complete authority.
The Commissioners prevailed; the planned
inscription of the handsome little building was
changed to
"Archives."
The Library of Congress was notified that the Territory's
archives were now secure under the care of a competent librarian,
and the transfer of trunks and chests of records to the new
bUilding's vault commenced.
For the next 40 years, the chief archival interest was in
historical records, with little concern for current ones. Librarian
Lydecker located and surveyed public records on all islands, and
requested private institutions and individuals
to
turn over
government documents in their possession.
All such returns were
made voluntarily;
the
Archives
never
resorted
to
replevin
proceedings.
There was little American precedent to follow in establishing
archival administration. Lydecker had some assistance from the .New
York Public Library, but for the most part he and the COqlmissioners
. formulated their own policies.
No statement of Lydecker' s archival
theory survives, but his arrangement practices reflect the principle
of respect de fonds, by which government records are grouped
according to the administrative unit which created. them, and
preserved in the arrangement given them by the creating agencies.
Reference service to the public and to government agencies
underwent several changes during the early years.
A short-lived
.rule prohibited copying of documents.
At the start, the archivist
allowed government officials to ;remove materials from the building
for use in· their offices; this was restricted by requ1r1ng a
Commissioner's signed order for such removal until 1919, when the
Board prohibited removal of archives altogether.
Accessible records proved their worth in court claims against
the Territory, especially in land cases which the government won in
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a number of disputes through records in the Archives. In 1909, a
law was enacted providing that certified copies of archives were
considered legal evidence without the need of producing the original
in court.
An official Archives seal was adopted, although legal
authority for the seal was not enacted until 1945.
Librarian Lydecker was concerned with preservation as well as
gathering and organizing his archives: a chemical from a drug store
in town was used as pest control. Translation from,the Hawaiian was
an important aspect of preservation, for with the passage of time
many corruptions had crept into the Hawaiian language, making
reading of 50 year old documents increasingly difficult for natives
of the current time. Funds were acquired from the legislature for a
succession of translators of the Archives staff.
Transcription by typing from disintegrating paper or faded
sheets was another preservation project under Lydecker, as well as
the binding of earlier transcriptions, and loose horizontal filing
of documents originally folded in thirds.
Lydecker's system for archival description was - a card catalog
made up of a number of separate indexes.
This was. the current
method for dealing with manuscripts in libraries and historical
societies; apparently the idea came from the New York Public Library
in 1906.
Lydecker remained as archivist for 19 years until his death,
and was succeeded in 1924 by a newspaperman, Albert Price Taylor.
Taylor's main contributions during his seven years as archivist
were the increased indexing of newspapers, collection of private
papers, and extensive publication of articles based on the Archives
holdings. During the process of collecting private papers, Taylor
claimed to have obtained many official records which had fallen into
private hands.
Mid-Twentieth Century:

Ever Expanding Records

Miss Maude Jones succeeded Taylor in 1931 and served as
Territorial Archivist for the next 24 years, with the exception of a
20-month hiatus during a political squabble over her appointment.
Her experience was in library work but her archival arrangement
practices generally conformed to the provenance of origin theory
begun by her predecessors.
An avalanche of records had filled the Archives building by the
middle of the Jones administration.
In 1938, Jones recommended
purchase of a microfilm camera; this was achieved in 1950. The
crowded condition of the building and the cost of archival care led
to a 1945 law authorizing public officers to microfilm records and,
with the approval of the commissioners of the public archives, to
destroy originals after filming. By 1949, the disposal law had been
amended to permit a new disposal committee to approve the
destruction of non-essential records without first filming them.
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Miss Jones' goal of publishing a catalog of the Archives
holdings was never realized, but accumulated cards in the index
drawers grew at a great rate, roughly 40,500 cards per year. A fee
system for copies was established and rules of access and use of the
Archives were codified. Reference services expanded notably in this
period: from 867 inquirers in 1932 to 7,299 in 1954 .
. World War II brought martial 'law to Hawaii., The Archives
,was prepared' to evacuate certain records to the chapel of the
Mausoleum in Nuuanu Valley but the need did not arise. An
from the National Archives to shelter Hawaii's records was not
upon.

staff
Royal
offer
acted

The crowning achievement of Miss Jones' administrat:ion was
construction of a new Archives building, opened in 1953.
Redefining Archival Administration
The
present
administration commenced in 1955- with the
retirement of Miss Jones and the appointment of Miss Agnes C.
Conrad, the first archivist to be engaged by competitive examination
under
high
standards
of
qualification.
Early
in ' this
administration,
the Archives
Board adopted the Conrad. Plan
eliminating certain, non-archival activities.
Records storage for
private
organizations was
discontinued,
and the records
of
functioning groups returned to them. All material accepted into the
Archives custody was' to be available for uS.e 'by the public. The
book collection was' culled and limited to those of value ,in using
government records; newspaper indexing was curtailed to include only
.items, on the general history .and government of Hawaii, and ceased
altogether when the State Library began. publication of indexes. A
records disposal policy established that records accessionedby,the
Archives must possess permanent value and be approved by the
Archivist. These changes reflected a decided shift toward a 'more
consistently archival emphasis in records management. '
Changes Under Statehood
A major change in the administrative structure of the Archives
occurred in 1959, when Hawaii became a state.
The new State
Constitution limited ·the number of executive departments to. 20,
requiring the consolidation of nearly 100 Territorial agencies . ,- The
Archiv~s
lost its status as an independent agency, becoming a
division of the Department of Accounting and General Services
(DAGS), and the Archives Board of Commissioners and records disposal
- committee were disbanded.
As executive head of DAGS, the State
Comptroller was named as custodian of public " archives with final
authority in disposal of records .at the state level .
. Legal title to holdings in the archives was confirmed to the
State under the Hawaii Omnibus Act, U.S. Public Law 86-6234, '1960.
Any possible threat to Hawaii's keeping its archives was finally
removed.
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The Conrad administration '..' has
concentrated on producing
descriptive inventories of the holdings in its custody, and has
consolidated a number 'of indexes begun by its predecessors.
Lamination
and
microphotography
have
been
practiced
for
conservation, and a centralized microfilming service for all state
agencies was started in 1959. Those records regularly filmed have
included' court
cases;
notary records, property 'tax records',
partnership and corporate: reports, university and high school
records, state' payroll records and National Guardrecords.A nationwide survey of state archives conducted in 1962-63
concluded that Hawaii was one of a minority of states 'with an
adequate archival program, saying:
'''Ironically, the Territory of Hawaii, now the youngest
state ... preceded emost' the states in' . caring for its
archives. . . .
Its archival program may be said to have
developed slowly but consistently over a period of sixty
.
years
... "
This report commented, however, that Hawaii's Archives' needed
additional
professional
staff
for
records
arrangement
and
description as well as a records management program with state
"ag'encies, and that the 'plaririedr,ecords center should be built as
soon as possible .
.'
Since that assessment~ the State Records Center opened, in 1976,
but the need fo·1' additionalstaff:remains a concern. 13

There have been several changes to the State Archives administration
since the publication of the final report of the NHPRC. Agnes Conrad retired
in 1982. Ruth Itamura, a former State Librarian, was appointed in April 1983
and serv'ed until' December ·1986.
The Deputy Comptroller,' Ken Kiyabu, served as Acting Archivist for
about nine months until the present Archivist, JolynTamura was appointed . in
September 1987.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
House Resolution No. 11 called for a review of state and federal laws
pertaining to access to confidential public records in an archives. Access in
this context is generally defined as the "authority.or right of a researcher
(outside of government cre.ators or receiver:s) to obtain· information from or to
do research in archival materials in the custody of an archives." 1
According to Baumann:
While the concepts of confidentiality and restricted access are
not new, the need for archivists to fashion strategies to protect
personal privacy in the records they acquire is new. More than ever
they are obligated to balance access to records on the one hand
against protection of individual rights and inter.ests on the other.
Unless state archivists more actively manage the archival r~cord and
work with records creators, these matters will become ever more
vexing during the remainder of t~is century.2

A review of the literature revealed that discussions about the problem of
access to confidential records in an archives is a recent phenomenon, with
early reports appearing during the 1970's. This coincides with the period
following the adoption of the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) of
1966 as amended, the passage of the Privacy Act of 1974, and the increased
use of computers in social science research.
Studies in the 1970's
The increasing use of one kind of record, the personal case .record,
which contains personal data such as medical history, therapy, or other
socioeconomic information· has increased the awareness of the problem of
access to confidential records.
Virginia Stewart raised this issue in a 1974 article in which she
described the developing social and historical research methods which affect
records management and archives management.
On the one hand, efficient
records management encou rages the disposal of records after they have
reached the end of thei r retention periods. However, Stewart reported:
Practices which are promoted in the interest of efficient
records management may be antithetical to scholarship....
[T]he
archivist must recognize that in assuming custody over case records
he becomes responsible for administering materials in which two
social values--the public's "right to know" and the individual's
personal privacy--come into potential conflict.
Public acceptance of the use of case records for purposes other
than the provision of services to patients and clients
is
conditional upon the maintenance of individual privacy. Basically,
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the doctrine of privacy assumes that the individual has a right to a
certain "social space" free from undue interference from the larger
society of which he is a part. 3

Stewart indicated that as of that date "no institution had formally worked
out a policy statement covering acquisition, custody, and access to case
recorcls: from a, theoretical and legal perspective."
She warned that
"enforcement "Qf appropriate standards cannot 'end with the granting of
research Clccess.
The archivist must take measures to effect compliance, a
function that appears to ,have received insufficient attention. "4
Stewart went on to describe the method of administering access to social
welfare case records at the Manuscript Section of the University of Illinois
Library at Chicago Cjrde.
This library ,developed a contractual agreement
between the researcher and the archives.
The researcher must make
application, stating his research purpose.
The application is reviewed and
the re~earcher interviewed by the Manuscript Librarian.
All research notes
are subject to review for compliance with applicable restrictions, and a copy
of any publication "resulting from the research must be provided to the
Manuscript Section.
Among other things the researcher agrees to hold
harmless and indemnify the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois, its
officers, .'agents· or employees, for any loss or damage to them occasioned by
the release of the informational content of these records. The researcher is
alerted to his possible financial liability in the event of a lawsuit arising from
his use of c0l1fidentia.1 materials. The archivist also checks the researcher's
credentials, reviews the application and the researcher's notes. 5
The Manuscript 'Section -has other policies regarding acquisition, custody
and access to confidential records,- including extent and time-period of
restrictions, maintenance of confidentiality during technical processing and
storage,

and

procedures

governing

research

use·.

Stewart

said

that

"no

collection has been accessioned with an absolute prohibition on use of the
record series .',' 6
Studies in the 1980's
In 1982 Kathy Roe Coker conducted a survey of alL50 states seeking "to
secure the latest information on the policy and progress of state archival
institutions in providing access to confidential records within their custody. "7
Coker's findings indicated that as ot 1982 seven states (Georgia, Illinois,
I ndian.a,Kansas, Kentucky, Oregon ,and· Utah) had limited the ·period of
closed ac.cess to archival records, ranging from 25 years to the death of the
individual identified in the records, through legislative means. Other states
have used the contract route, or sought formal Attorney General opinions in
order to address the issue of when the right to privacy ends for records
stored in the public archives:.
Also, i.n 1982 Robbin surveyed fifty states o"nthe privacy-access debate
among state arc:hivists. Robbin published her findings in 1986 and examined
public policy issues of personal privacy and access " to restricted records for
sOGial research. 8
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Robbin's findings indicated that while archivists - generally had little
difficulty recognizing the competing values of privacy rights versus access
rights with regard to the records stored in archives, most archives had not
developed formal policies and practices concerning access at least as of 1981-1982 when the survey was conducted. In fact:
Policies and practices were determined largely by their
relationship with the originating agency, which de facto decided
retention
schedules.
Archivists
generally
preferred
institutionalizing the decision-making process through the legal
system and standard operating procedures. They were not satisfied
with the current statutory situation. Archivists overall appeared
relatively uninformed about the statutory environment in which they
operated. Their knowledge of ,statutes was relatively modest. 9
Robbin's Findings
Robbin sought to collect information about six areas:
(1)

The
archivist's - le~el
of
knowledge
about
state
privacy,
confidentiality, and open records laws and provisions for research
access to confidential health and social science retords;"

(2) ,Archival
records;

policies

and

practices

for

health., and

social

sCience

(3)

The archives' relationship with the creating agency and whether
archivists wanted this relationship modified; ,

(4)

Politics and the archivist;

(5)

The archivist's response to the debate on privacy and access; and

(6)

The archivist's perception of important issues facing the archives in
1982 and the relative importance of access.

Robbin concluded that:
The findings suggest that policies and practices for responding
to requests for restricted records are not well developed.
Institutional constraints place a low priority on access to
confidential records for social research, archivists are not well
informed about confidentiality and access statutes, and archivists
are not politically active. 10
Baumann's survey of fourteen states was conducted in, 1985 "to determine
how state archival programs administered access to confidential records and
the extent to which thei r actions were formalized by, legislation or approved
internal procedu res.
The study did not focus on specific restriction
categories,· such as privacy, business information, personnelihformation,
investigative, statutory, and other di rected restrictions.
Neither did it
investigate why records are restricted because definition of privacy and
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freedom of information laws Vary from state to state .... The fou rteen states
surveyed were Alabama, California, Georgia, Illiniois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, Minnesota, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah,
, and Wisconsin." 11
Baumann reported that his study "confirms Robbin's other findings
regarding access. First, because records retention is a political process and
the privacy-access dilemma is linked to the structural location of the archives'
within state government, archivists must be prepared to organize and mobilize
external constituency support in order to change the statutory authority of
the" archives.
Second, state archivists have not developed policies and
practices to handle personal privacy and access to restricted records. Thi rd,
if 'archival policies and practices are the result of the incremental
development of a wide array of formal and informal political and administrative
relationshipsfo,r reconciling competing interests,' archivists are 'relatively
uninformed about the statutory environment in which they operate.' The
majority of archivists, in Robbin's view, have allowed other state authorities
(e.g., attorney general's office and originating agencies) to assume this
responsibility. "12
Baumann's Findings
Baumann described three general approaches on access administration in
the states: (1) legislated, (2) contracted, and (3) limited.
Legislated access generally provides for the release of restricted records
after a, designated period of time or separate statutes that provide for access
for research purposes as well as administrative uses (Illinois and Wisconsin) .
. . . States with contracted access have directed thei r efforts towa rd developi ng
a system of contractual, agreements or inter-agency instruments that grant
researcher access to records held by the state archives (Michigan, New York,
and to a limited degree, California and Minnesota for example).
. .. States
with limited access provisions function without much specific legislation on
public' access to public records, do not commonly use contracts to acquire
records, and make records available and operate in most respects without
written guidelines (Alabama, California, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania). 13
Hawaii would probably fall into Baumann's third category because
Hawaii's state archives has no legislation or official procedu res for handling
records which have restricted access due to privacy concerns.
Baumann's Recommendations
Baumann described in detail Michigan's contractual arrangement for
mental health records and the Georgia Records Act of 1972.
A copy of
Michigan's contractual agreement is reproduced in Appendix C.
The
contractual agreement requires a' researcher to complete a contract form and
describe the research project and the use to' which the information will be
put.' The'n a reference archivist screens the application. The' researcher
must agree to certain conditions:
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(1)

The researcher must keep confidential
information about the record subject;

any

identifiable personal

(2)

The researcher must allow the state archives
researcher's notes or writings before dissemination;

(3)

The researcher is legally bound to pay damages of $1,000 _for
violating provisions of the agreement; and

(4)

The researcher must indemnify and hoJd harmless the state and -its
agencies for any costs or damages which may accrue from the use
of the records.

to

review

the

Three parties must sign thi~ agreement:
(a) a representative of the
Department of Mental Health; (b) a representative of the Department of State,
Michigan History Bureau, Archives Unit; and (c) the researcher.
These provisions are nearly identical to those r~ported for the
Manuscript Section of the University of Illinois Library at Chicago Circle
described by Virginia Stewart in 1974.14
I n an agreement such as the one described for Michigan's mental health
records, there is an attempt to balance the client's right to privacy with the
researcher's need for information. According to Baumann:
The Michigan contractual experience proved so successful that both
departments sought to codify practice into law.
Public Act 319 of
1980 (399,41 (2)) stipulates that confidential records acquired by
the secretary of state from a government agency "shall be kept
confidential pursuant to the terms of a written agreement .... " The
secretary of .state and a representative of the donating agency are
. required to sign a written document, which specifies "the terms and
conditions under which the materials for research purposes provided
the names of individuals identified in materials are protected -from
disclosure." This extends the contractual agreement process to all
administrative records, as well as case files_. 1s

There are, however, potential problems with the contractual agreement
method.
In some instances, a department might use the fact that certain
records are confidential to deny preservation in an archives and instead
destroy what might have been records of potential historical value.
An
alternative to the contractual method is legislation developed in Georgia.
Again citing Baumann:
The Georgia Records Act specifically addresses administration of
access to restricted records, and it is supplemented by welldeveloped, written implementation procedures. All records must be
scheduled on an approved records retention and disposition schedule
permitting timely consideration·· of access issues.
Because all
questions concerning confidentiality are immediately covered on the
approved records retention schedule, no need exists to develop
formal interagency agreements (contracts).
All restrictions are
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cited on the schedule. Records held by the state archives prior to
1972 are presumed to be covered under the act. 1S
The Georgia ACt has fou r major components:
(1)

The records of constitutional officers are declared public records
that can be restricted in the state archives for "no more than 25
years after the creation of the records." (Section 98)

(2)

Restrictions on access to· "confidential, . classified or restricted
records". in the archives are to be removed 75 years after the
creatiohof the records . (Section 100)

(3)

The State Records Committee may lift restrictions of records in the
archives as early as 20 years after the creation of the record.
Such decisions must be written a"nd require unanimous committee
vote. These requests to lift restrictions can be initiated "either by
the director of the department or by the head of the agency that
transferred the record to the archives." (Section 92)

(4)

The act defines conditions for research access to restricted records
(Section 101).
After a . researcher is determined qualified, the
agency head is responsible for having the researcher· sign an
agreement binding him to the conditions of use outlined in the law.
It is significant that the burden of decision to allow use of the
records in the agency (often in the archives as well) is placed on
the agency that created the records and not on the archives or
records administrator.
The whole records system is agencydependent, and the archives often passes the bu rden back to the
agency. 17

Baumann noted that:
The Georgia Records Act is an easy law to follow and is more
comprehensive than the legislation found in any other state
surveyed, and does provide adequate flexibility in a unified program
where records. management and archives are administered by a single
authority. 18
There have been other studies which discuss the issues surrounding
access to public records containing confidential information (see Appendix B),
but the surveys by Coker, Robbin, and Baumann were particularly useful for
comparisons with the Bureau's findings..
The Bureau's survey results are
presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
SURVEY RESULTS
Part I. How Other State Archives Handle
the Confidential Records Issue
I ntrod uction
The Legislative Reference Bureau wrote to each state's archives for their
respective laws, rules, or attorney general opinions on the handling of access
to confidential archival records.
This chapter presents excerpts of the
responses received.
A chart summarIzing states' provisions in the area of
access to records is presented in Exhibit 1.
Alabama.
Alabama does not have laws providing for the
restricted records after a designated period of tiJTIe.

release of

State agency records in the state archives are scheduled .for permanent
retention.
Access restrictions to specific series would be included in the
records schedule and corresponding catalog record. 1
Baumann reported
Alabama as one of several states which functions without specific legislation
and operates without written guidelines. 2
Alaska.

No response.

Arizona.
There is. no specific. access
Arizona archives. 3

law for closed

records

in the

Arkansas.
Arkansas does not accept materials which· are considered
confidential. State agencies and departments which produce confidential
materials are requested to keep such materials themselves. 4
California. California does not have a specific law which lifts access
restrictions on archival records.
Within the California State Archives, a
number of records are restricted by law, State Archives policy, or agreement
with the donor or depositing agency.
Restricted records. inClude:
(1)
governor's papers, (2) legislative papers, and (3) certain agency records. 5
Baumann reported that California used a system of contractual
agreements at one time but also operated in most respects without written
guidelines. 6
Colorado. The C~lorado Division of Archives and Public Records has no
guidelines or policy as to when closed/restricted records in its holdings may
be opened to the public after a certain span of years. 7
.
Connecticut.

No response.

Delaware.
Delaware does not have any formal policy or statute
addressing the question of access to confidential records retained permanently
in the state archives.
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Instead, the archives uses an informal rule that permits' release of
confidential records requested by a researcher if the archivist feels that "all
the parties or events named in the records are 'long dead', which usually
means something older than 60-75 years." Thus, "confidential records" with
the exception of adoptions, have been released in this manner for at least 20
years. No problems have been experienced so far.
Delaware is also in the process of drafting new policies for the handling
of confidential records in the archives. 8
Florida.
Florida reported that restrictions on public records are
scattered throughout Florida statutes and cannot be easily summarized for· this
study.9
There appears to be no provIsion for the lifting of access
restrictions on archival records after a certain period of time.
Georgia. With two exceptions, state laws regarding confidentiality and
openness of records apply to records in the State Archives just as they apply
to the records in State agencies and local governments. The exceptions are
in the Georgia Records Act, O;C.G.A. 50-18-100:
(1)

Any restricted records in the Archives becomes open 75 years
after its creation, and

(2)

The State Records Committee may, by unanimous decision lift
restrictions as early as 20 years after creation of the
records.'

The Georgia Records Act also contains procedures for the use of
·confidentialrecords for research purposes (O.C.G.A. 50-18.,101).
This
section applies regardless of whether the records are in the State Archives.
The Archives also protects confidential records through the retention
schedule proc~~s which spells out which agency records are to be transferred
to the Archive's. These schedules identify which records are closed by law
and give the approp'riate code citation. Also, the same details are recorded
on the transmittal forms used to transfer the records to the Archives. 10
Hawaii.
Hawaii does not have statutory provisions for lifting access to
confidential records in 'the State Archives.
In Coker's study, she reported
that Hawaii's, State Archives had established a non legislative alternative to
releasing restricted records after a period of time. Coker, said that Hawaii's
archives. rule of a,ccess is based on the public records I,aw which exempts' from
general access ~ec6rds which invade, an individual's right of privacy.
Hawaii's a.rchives is reported to follow the National Archives' policy in
terminating the right to privacy at the death of an individual. 11
It appears that this informal rule was never described in formal Archives
p'olicy.
The State Archives was not able to locate a copy of the State
Archivist's letter of ,December 16, 1980 to Ms. Coker. Rules governing the
public use of the State Archives and Records Center is reported in Title 3,
Chapter 20; Hawaii AdministratiV,e' Procedures. Relevant use restrictions are
specified in' section 3;"20-6:'
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SUMMARY OF STATE ARCHIVES' ACCESS POLICIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS

State

.....

00

Access restrict ions i i fted
a fte r "N" yea rs
provided by
statute

Alabama
AI aska*
Ari zona
Arkansas
Ca lifo rn i a
Co lorado
Connecticut*
De I awa re
Flo r i da
G e o r q i a _ 7~yr~ 20~rs
Hawa i i
Idaho*
I I I i no i s
75 yrs
Ind iana
75· yrs
lowa*
Kansas*
Kentucky*
Lou i si ana*
Maine
50yrs
Maryland
20. 60~c 10Q_yrs
Massachusetts
Michiqan
_.
Minnesota.
Mississippi*
Missouri*
Montana
Nebraska
50 yrs
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico*
New York
No rth·· Ca.ro l.i na
No rth Da kota*
Ohio
Oklahoma*
Oreqon*
Pennsylvania
Rhode ~sland
South Ca ro I ina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
75 yrs!'
.utah
Vermont
Vi rq inia*
Washinqton*
West Virqinia
Wisconsin·
Wyominq
*No response

Access restrictions lifted
a fte r "N" yea rs
by formal, written administrat ive ru Ie

Access provided
by contractual
ag reement between arch i ves
and resea rcher

Other access
provisions, e.g.
attorney genera I
opinion, approva I from creatinq aqency

Access provided
by informal, unwritten rule on
an ad hoc basis

Notes
.0

o

x

A

x

o
60-75+ yrs
B
C

x

x

o

D
E

F

20~r_~death

50/72 yrs

x
x

x

G
H
I

death

J

x

x

M

x

x

K
L

N

o

x
o
~

75 yrs

X
X

X

75 yrs
70 yrs
death

P
0
Q

R
S. A
T

A. 0
X
X

60 yrs

0U

A."

The Arkansas History Commission will not
accept confidential records Into Its
collectlcin. The same Is true for Vermont
and Tennessee.

B.

The Florida State Archives reported that
Its Attorney General prepared a 300 page
book, "Government In the Sunshine Manual"
which contains the rules governing access.
Restrictions on public records are
scattered throughout Florida statutes. Tile
Archivist did not report whether there Is a
specific provision for lifting access to
confldentla I records after a period of
time.

C.

......
<D

Georgia statutes permit lifting
restrictions as early as 20 years after
creation of the records upon the unanimous
decision by the State Records Committee.
(A.C.G.50-18-100(c)). The statute also
provides for use' of confidential records
for research purposes upon written
agreement with the researcher (A.C.G. 5018-101)).

D.

Illinois has limited access restriction to
75 years except for mental health records
(I.R.S. 1987, chapter 116, para 43.10(4)).

E.

Indiana provides that "notwithstanding any
other law, a public record that Is
classified as a confldentla) other than a
record concerning ari adoption shall be made
available for Inspection and copying 75
years .after the creation of the record."
(Ind. Code Section 5-14-3-4(e).)

F.

While the Bureau received no response from
the State of ~entucky, Baumann reported
that ~entucky has a 50 year rule on access.

G.

Maine al lows the state archivist with
written concurrence from the head of the
agency from which the records were
transferred (or a successor, If any), to
remove any restrictions on use of records
that have been In existence for more than
50 years (Administrative Instruction, Nov.
15, 1976, referring to Section 95, Subsec.
3, M.R.S.A., Title 5.)

II.

Maryland has no specific legislation which
lifts access to confidential records, but
Its state archives may disclose vital
records to (among others) an Individual who
requests an "old vital re.cord which means. a
record In .the custody of the archives, that
pertains to a birth that occurred more' than
100 years ago, to a marriage or divorce
that occurred more than 60 years ago, or to
a death more than 20 years ago. (A.C.M.
sec. 9-1015.)

I.

The Massachusetts' state archives reported
that access restrictions end at the death
of the subject Individual, except for
mental health, mental retardation, and
prisoner records.

J.

The Minnesota state archives' use policy
provides that private Information will not,
be open until 50 years after the date the
Information was created or collected and
confidential .Informatlon Will not be open
until 72 years after creation or
collection. Private data Is Information
about Individuals that Is not public, but
Is accessible to the subject Individual.
Confidential data Is Information. on
Individuals which Is not public and not
accessible to the subject Individual.
(Minn. Historical Society, Access to
Government Records In State Archives, Use
Policy. )

~.

The Montana Historical Society reported
~nly Informal arrangements with state
"agencles, giving as an example, a 40 year
restrlctlo~ period for bank examiner
records for closed banks. (Letter from Sue
Jackson, State Archivist, 7-8-88.)

L.

Nebraska's response InCluded Rules of the
State Records Administrator and retention
and disposition schedUles which do not
directly address the access Issue.

M.

Nevada provides that public records which
have been dec I a r.ed by I aw to be
confidential must remain confidential for
50 years, or, If the records relates to a
natural person until his death whichever Is
later unless another period has been fixed
by special statute (N.R.S •. 378.300 (1987)).

N.

The New Hampshire Code of Administrative
Rules provides that records deposited In
the archives remain the property of each
creating agency, and neither confldentlaf
records nor their contents shall be
released except to the holdl.ng agency or to
others having authorized permission from
each agency.

O.

No law, policy, or guideline (formal or
Informal) exists In this state to determine
when closed/restricted/confidential records
may be opened to the public after a certain
span of years.

P.

The Pennyslvanla archives applies a 75 year
access rule where there Is no applicable
law affecting a particular record.

Q.

South Carolina does not have any formal
rules or laws permitting confidential
records to be released after a specified
period of time but generally permits
research use of records unless prohibited
by law. Through Its records management
program It allows for permanently valuable
restricted records to be retained for a
long enough period to permit lifting
restrictions after death of the subject
I nd I v I dua I •

R.

Restricted records (patient's records,
social service case files, prisoner files)
In the South Dakota archives· are made
ava liable to researchers after 75 rears or
75 years plus majority, for minors
records. \Letter from Linda M~ Sommer,
State Arch vlst, June 27, 1988. I

S.

Tennessee's arch I v I st repo rted tha t
"generally state law does not provide
statutory retention periods for
confidential records. Those confidential
records which are given legal retention
periods become public property after 70
years unless other arrangements are made."
However Tennessee no longer accepts
confidential records for Its archives.
(Letter fro~ Edwin S. Gleave$, July 13,
1988. )

1.

In Texas, the right to privacy lapses upon
death except for medical records according
to an attorney general's opinion. Medical
records are specl.lly provided for
protection so that even upon death the
medical records cannot be disclosed unless
proper written consent has been filed by a
personal representative. (Attorney General
Opinion, No. JM-229, Nov. 14, 1984.)

U.

In Wisconsin, division of corrections'
records are open and accessible after the
Offender's death or 60 years after the last
date of supervl s Ion. (Po Ilcy for Use of
Restricted Records, State Historical
Society of Wisconsin: Procedures 2.e.)
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(a) The use of archives is subject to the restrictions set
forth in section 92-50, Hawaii Revised Statutes, and to restrictions
placed on the records by the agency or origin or by statute.

***
(c) State records center records shall be restricted to use by
the employees of the agency which transferred· the recordsror
storage, or by researchers having permission of the agency, unless
the records transmittal list authorizes release of control of the
records by the agency.
Idaho.

No response.

Illinois.
The Illinois State Archives is not permitted to place access
restrictions upon records in its holdings that are any greater than those that
existed when those records were created, and after such materials reach an
age of 75 years those restrictions too are removed, except in the case of
mental health records (IRS, 1987, Chap. 116, para. 43.10 (4)). There is no
pending legislation or Attorney General opinions that deal with such matters.
The State Archives has no written or published policies regarding access. 12
Indiana.
The State Archives of Indiana follows state law concerning
access to public records. Records may be declared . confidential and excepted
from the right to inspect, unless access to the records is specifically· required
by a state or federal statute or is ordered by a court under the rules of
discovery.
However, except for adoption records, . the time limit followed is
to allow access to a public record classified as confidential 75 years after
creation of that record (I. C. 5-14-3-4(e)). 13
Iowa.

No response.

Kansas.
Iimitation. 14

No response.

Kentucky.
No response.
has a 50-year rule.on access. 1S
Louisiana.

Coker reported

Kansas

has a 70-year access

Baumann and Coker reported that Kentucky

No response.

Maine.
Maine State Archives' Administrative Instruction indicated that
M.R.S.A., Title 5, section 95, subsection 3 provides that "restrictions or
limitations imposed by law on the examination and use of records transferred
to the Archives ... shall remain in effect until the records have been in
existence for 50 years, unless removed or relaxed by the State Archivist with
the concurrence in writing of the head of the agency from which the records
were transferred or his successor in function, if any. "16
Maryland. Maryland's laws on access to public records does not contain
any references to lifting restrictions to public archives records. 17
Massachusetts. In Massachusetts, the restrictions which govern records
in creating agencies continue to operate after these records are transferred to
the State Archives.
The Archives administers these restrictions in
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accordance with pertinent statutes,
agencies.

regulations,

and standard practices of

The release of restricted records varies with the type of record.
It is
generally acknowledged, although no overreaching statute now exists, that
individuals have no privacy rights after death, and that records containing
personal data governed by the Fair Information Practices Act (Mass . Gen.
Laws ch. 66A) may be released as public record after the death of the data
subject.
Other laws governing restricted records requi re records to remain
confidential in perpetuity. Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 123, §36 governs research
access to department of mental health· and mental retardation client files;
access to these records is controlled by departmental research review
committees.
Prisoner-records are governed by Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 6, §172 (Criminal
Offender Record I nformation Act). Access to these records is also restricted
in perpetuity, and is controlled by the Criminal History Systems Board.
Recently, a special commission studying this law suggested a revision which
would make these records public after the death of the subject individual. 18
Michigan. According to David J~ Johnson, State Archivist of Michigan,
information contained in "Confidentiality of Records and Access" by Kathy Roe
Coker remains accurate for the State Archives of Michigan (see Chapter 2 for
a summary of Coker's findings).
Public Act 319 of 1980 (Mich. Compo Laws
section 399.4a) authorized the State Archives to preserve confidential records
gathered by a governmental agency and to make information available for
research under specified conditions.
The Michigan State Archives uses a contractual agreement between
researcher and Archives for the release of confidential mental health records
for legitimate research purposes. 19
Minnesota.
Minnesota's state archivist reported that the law in these
areas is extremely lengthy and complex.
However, in a single-sheet
explanation of access to government records in state archives (albeit out-ofdate according to the state archivist) use policy is determined from the status
of the record in the agency of origin. Thus, if the record was public while
in the agency of origin, then these records are accessible in the state
archives by any member of the public.
If the records contained information that was classified private, they will
not be open until 50 years after the date the information was created or
collected.
If the records· were classified confidential, then the records are
not open until 72 years after their creation or collection.
"Private data" is
data that is not public, and accessible to the individual subjeCt of the data.
"Confidential data" is data that is not public and not accessible to the
individual subject of the data.
Records documenting adoptions, illegitimate
births, and paternity cases are not accessible regardless of the date of the
records, except by law or upon cou rt order.
There are five exceptions to the policy on access, including access to
private data by the subject of the data or to a family member doing genealogy
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if approved by the archivist and if the researcher signs a statement agreeing
to use the information about his or her family only and only for personal
interest.
Procedures for filling an application and use agreement form to use
private or confidential records and an appeal form for denial of access are
also available. 20
Mississippi.
Missouri.

No response.
No response.

Montana. The state of Montana has not yet officially tackled the problem
of access to confidential records. Cu rrently, the Archives has been able to
reach agreements with several state agencies about confidential records they
produce, but these are informal agreements that have not been tested on any
legal grounds.
The archives hopes to continue these informal arrangements
until the matter can be addressed thoroughly by legislation.
The
arrangements include agreeing on restricted access for a limited time period
(in the case of bank examiner records for closed banks, a 40-year restriction
period) and on limited use of information, contained in some confidential
records (in the case of records from the state mental hospital, only the
names, ages, etc., of patients can be used for research; medical treatment
information, etc., cannot be used for individual patients), 21
Nebraska.
Material received from Nebraska included the Rules and
Regulations of the State Records Administrator ,of the State of Nebraska,
Micrographics Standards, and a Retention and Disposition Schedule. None of
these p"ublications addresses the particular issue of this study, that is,
access to confidential archival records which have been permanently closed to
researchers. 22
Nevada. The
laws that deal with
General has opined
and they are on an
archives supersec::les
in the legal custody

Nevada State Archives reports that there are no general
the confidentiality of government records. The Attorney
that access to records can only be restricted by statute
individual basis. The statute dealing with r,ecords in the
all other confidentiality statutes, but the records must be
of the Division of Archives and Records to apply.

RecO.rds of constitutional officials that are received by agreement are
gover'ned' by the terms of the agreement.
Records such as governor's
constituent correspondence and Prison I nmate Case Files are restricted for 50
years or the life of the individual, (Nev. Rev. Stat. section 378-300).
Archives staff makes it incumbent upon the researcher to prove the death of
the individual with a death record or an obituary after the 50 years criteria
has been met.
If there is no record of death, archives staff can look into
the record for the birth date of the individual to determine if the person
would be .more than 100 years old.
If the criteria of the lOO-year rule is
met, staff will allow the researcher to see the record.
Legislation
regarding confidentiality of records will probably be
submitted by the Attorney General's office for the' 1989 session of the Nevada
Legislatu reo 23
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New Hampshire. New Hampshire does not have any laws or regulations
addressing the issue of access to archival records which have been closed to
researchers because of confidentiality. 24
New Jersey.
New Jersey does not have a law which provides for the
release of confidential records in the Archives after a specified period of
time. 2s
New Mexico.

No response.

New York.
New York does not have any law, or any attorney general
opin"ions relating to opening confidential records after a period of time.
Several years ago "legislation was proposed" to lift all restrictions on access to
confidential records in the State Archives after 75 years, but the proposal
was rejected in legislative committee."
Under current
policy, the archives follows its "Procedures for
Administering Access to Confidential Records" which "in general under" the
state's permissive Freedom of I nformation Law, the Archives may release
confidential information if it deems such action not likely to result in harm.
In several instances, the Archives and an agency which is transferring
confidential records enter into an ag reement to govern access to the records.
Such agreements benefit the transferring" agency by allowing them continued
authority to restrict access. "The Archives benefits because [they] Ii kely
would not otherwise acquire the records and because it is helpful to [them] to
have the ex"pert opinion of the agency staff when reviewing requests for
research access to certain confidential records.
Finally, resear'chers benefit
because their chances of gaining access to confidential records is improved."
New York also provides a contractual method of access for mental health
clinical case records for legitimate research purposes (see Appendix C).
According to its Director, "Our experience and that of some other states
is that these agreements" are effective in balancing privacy concerns and
legitimate research concerns.:'26
North Carolina.
North Carolina does not have specific laws or policies
regarding access to confidential archival records.
In those cases where
questions regarding the confidentiality of records and access arise, the state
archives" seeks an opinion or clarification from the office of the Attorney
General. 27
North Dakota.

No response.

Ohio.
Ohio does not require opening of records after a designated
period of time. The Ohio Historical Society has not adopted rules governing
access. 2B
Oklahoma.
Oregon.

No response.
No response.

Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania's archives does not have a published
According
statement outlining their position on privacy and confidentiality.
to the Associate Archivist:
"
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When a request for access to confidential material aris,es, the
Archives first determines if use of the materials is covered by a
particular legislative act and follows the law accordingly.
For
example, a recent Mental Health Act outlines that a patron must
obtain permission for access to a patient's medical records from the
particular agency in which those records were created, i.e., a state
hospital, orphanage, etc.
In cases where there appear to .be no law applying to a
particular record, the Archives temporarily are imposing a 75-year
access rule, i.e., denying access to confidential records 75 years
(old) or less.
Seventy";'five years seems to be sufficient time to
diminish the sensitive nature of such items. 29

Rhode Island.
Rhode Island does not have any laws or policies
providing for the release of restricted records after a designated period of
time. 30
South Carolina.
South Carolina does not have any laws or policies
providing for the release of restricted records after a designated period of
time. 31
South Dakota.
Records in the South Dakota State Archives are
restricted on a case-by-case (generally, series-by-series) basis th rough a
retention schedule or throughout the accessions process.
There is no
legislation known to the Archivist which covers the subject for records as a
whole. There are no Attorney G~neralOpinions on -file which concern access
to records.
This may be because the State Archives has only been in
existencE;! for slightly more than a d~cade.
Access to restricted records may be provided by permission of the
donor/donor agency and the State Archivist. Researchers complete a form on
which the particular restrictions are stated and sign their agreement to abide
by those restrictions. In the two and a half years that the Archivist has
been in her position, they have had no problem providing data to scholarly
resear,chers doing statistical studies. Most of the restricted records in their
custody concern patient's records, social service case files, or penal system
files of o'ne type or another.
Such records are usually restricted for 75
years, or majority plus 75 years in the case of files pertaining to minors. 32
Tennessee. Tennessee reported that the State Library and Archives no
longer receives any materials regarded as confidential under state law.
Before they allow access to previously acquired confidential' records, a
researcher must provide written permission from the originating agency's
records officer.
Generally, state law does not provide statutory retention periods for
confidential records.
Those confidential records which are given legal
retention periods become public property after 70 years unless other
arrangements are made. 33
Texas.
In Texas, confidential records not covered by the Medical
Practices Act are open for research upon the death of the subject of the
records. A rule of thumb is that any pre-1900 records are opened without
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further inquiry of the researcher. ,Requests for later records require proof
that the subject is dead or that the researcher is acting for the subject. In
the absence of such proof, the requested file is reviewed by the Reference
Archivist. If there is a reasonable presumption that the subject is dead and
that the privacy rights of third parties will not be compromised, the file is
released.
According to an Attorney General's Opinion, in Texas, the right to
privacy lapses upon death except as to medical information . There are no
statutes that provide for the release of restricted records after a designated
period of time in the sense of a law which states that a specified record may
be opened after a specified number of years. 34
Utah. Utah's Archives utilizes a "pre-classification" scheme of assigning
access designations to data within reco,rds series or the records series as a
whole.
These access designations cover records stored in the agencies as
well as the Archives and revert to "public" after 75 years (Utah Code Ann.
section 63-2-89) .35
Vermont.
The Vermont State Archives does not hold confidential
records. For example, legislative committee minutes are open records, as are
all the gubernatorial records received (including pardons). 36
West Virginia. No formal policies or legislation exist, but the Archivist
reports that they have informal agreements with, certain agencies, such as the
Vital Statistics Division, Department of Health, in which they agree not to
make the original volumes of birth and death records available .to the public
to browse, but the Archives will copy ,any certiHcate requested through the
use of the index.
They also have, some Corrections records which are
accessed th rough the staff only, because of the state's Privacy Act. The
Archives will also close portions of private papers such as those of, former
governors if they feel that the Privacy Act might apply to certain materials.
Otherwise, the collections are available to the public if their physical
condition allows. 3?
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin does not have any law that provides for the
release of ,restricted records after a designated period of time; Wisconsin
Statutes 16. 61(3)(d) provides:
Records which have a confidential character while in the
possession of the original custodian shall retain their confidential
character, after transfer to" the, historical society unless the board
of curators of the historical society, with the concurrence of the
original custodian or the custodian's legal successor, determines
that the records shall be' made accessible to the public under such
proper and reasonable rules as the, historical' society promulgates.
If the original custodian or the custodian's legal successor is no
longer in existence, confidential records formerly in that person's
possession may not be released by the board of ,curators unless the'
,., release is first approved by the public records and forms board.
For public records and other official mat,erials transferred to the
care of the university archival depository under paragraph (b), the
chancellor of the university preserving the records shall have the
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power and
section.

duties

assigned to the historical

society under

this

Records from the Division of Corrections are accessible after the
offender's -death or 60 years after the last date of supervision (State
Historical Society Policy).
A copy of the Historical Society's agreement for
the use of restricted health records is reproduced in Appendix C. 38
Wyoming. Wyoming does not have a compilation of information regarding
its state laws providing for the release of -restricted records after a
designated time period, and therefore are unavailable. 39
Part II.

How the Federal Government Handles
Access to Confidential Records

Access guidelines for the federal government are contained in "Guide to
the National Archives of the United States" published by the Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Office, 1974.
Revisions or additions to
these restriction guidelines are reported in 36 CFR Ch. XII, section 1254.30
et seq. (Subpart C--Access to unclassified records and donated historical
materials) and Part 1256--Restrictions on the use of records.
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) complies with
the use restrictions prescribed by statute, executive order, donors of
historical material, or other restrictions specified in writing by the agency
from which the records were transferred.
The NARA is subject to the
requirements of the federal Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts (FOIA).
A detailed description of the FOIA and the Privacy Act is available in chapter
3 of volume, one, Report of the Governor's Committee on Public Records and
Privacy ,so only a brief description is provided here.
Open access to public information of all kinds is governed by the
FOIA. 40 Under the FOIA, all government records produced or collected by
the agencies of the federal government are available to a requester unless
specifically exempt.
Each federal agency is required to publish certain
information in the Federal Register which describes the organization and its
functions, rules, descriptions of forms, reports, papers, and policies adopted
by the agency.
The FOIA describes the procedu re for requesting records from a federal
agency, the time limits for responses to requests, and appeals when requests
have been denied.
The Privacy Act of 1974 is designed to protect against "an invasion of
an individual's personal privacy by requiring federal agencies to permit the
individual to (1) determine what records pertaining to him are collected or
used by such agencies; (2) prevent the unanticipated use of those records
without his consent; (3) permit individual access; (4) assure collection or use
of personal information for a necessary and lawful purpose, with current and
accurate information with adequate safeguards to prevent misuse; and (5)
provide civil remedies for willful and intentional misuse of the information
resulting in violation of an individual's rights. "4.1
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Privacy Concerns
Information
information:

that would

invade the

privacy of an

individual

includes

about a living individual which reveal details of a highly personal
nature that the individual could reasonably assert a claim to
withhold from the public to avoid a clearly unwarranted invasion of
privacy, including but not limited to information about the physical
or mental health or the medical or psychiatric care or treatment of
the individual, and that-(1)
Contain personal
previously made public, and
(2)

information not

known

to

have been

Relate to events less than 75 years old. 42

The National Archives restricts access to records of a private nature by
permitting its disclosure only to:
(1)

Employees of the agency that originated or transferred the records
to the archives, who need the record in performance of official
duties;

(2)

Researchers for the purpose. of statistical or quantitative research
when such researchers have provided the National Archives with
adequate written assurance that the records will be used solely as a
statistical
research
record
and
no
individually
identifiable
information will be disclosed; or

(3)

The subject individual, provided:
(i)

The records do not contain investigatory material compiled for
law enforcement pu rposes,

(ii)

A source who provided evaluation material used to determine
potential for promotion in the armed services was promised
confidential ity,

(iii)

The information is not classified security material.

43

Where personal information can· be deleted NARA will make a "sanitized"
copy of the record available to the researcher. 44
NARA will not grant access to restricted census and su rvey records of
the Bureau of the Census less than 72 years old containing data identifying
individuals enumerated in population censuses in accordance with 44 U.S.C.

21098(b).45
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Unclassified and Donated Historical Records
- Access to unclassified and donated historical materials is governed by
rules complying with the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
In general,
requests for unclassified archives can be made through the FOIA procedures
listed in the Archives regulations (36 CFR Ch. X", Subpart C) with a
written request to the Assistant Archivist, among others, clearly stating that
the request is being made pursuant to the FOIA.
When restricted records are requested, NARA consults with the agency
from which the records were transferred to determine which exemption
justifies continuing the restrictions.
Procedures specify how a denial is made and how the requester may
appeal the denial to the Deputy Archivist. 46
Summary of Survey
Thirty-four states responded to the Bureau's survey.
Most states
responding to the Bureau's inquiries enclosed copies of their state's
government records act (also described as sunshine laws, or freedom of
information acts), which generally define the term "public record", state that
a" public records of the state (with some exceptions) are available for
inspection by the citizenry during normal business hours, .a"ow for copying
at a· nominal fee,· and provide for a grievance procedu re if a·· requester is
denied access to public records.
In addition, these laws also· provide that
records which are·· in the issuing, or creating department and in a state
records storage center belong to the department and the accessibility rules or
laws are applied by departmental personnel. Hawaii's old public records law
which had been codified in Part Vof Chap1:er 92, Hawaii Revised Statutes,
had similar provisions. These provisions (and others) now exist in the new
Uniform Information Practices Act. An archives must comply with its state's
government records law, but these laws often do not address the narrower
issue of when restrictions to confidential records in a public archives can be
lifted.
Records which have been transferred to the archives are to be
retained in perpetuity because of their inherent historical, administrative, or
other value.
I n several states, archives' staff apply the same restrictions
which were applicable to the records while those records were in the
department. That is; if access to certain records had been restricted due to
privacy concerns or were confidential for other reasons while the records
were in the department, then these records would continue to be .confidential
or inaccessible to researchers even . after being transferred to the archives.
This appears to have been the policy for the Hawaii State Archives. Where
confidential records have been· acquired by an archives, this policy would
result in permanent inaccessibility of certain records. The Bureau's survey
showed that the archives of many states have approached this problem in a
variety of ways.
The Bureau's survey of other state archives' policies regarding access to
confidential material confirmed findings in published studies which reported
that only a few states have provided through legislation for the lifting of
access restrictions on public records in a public archives after a certain
period of time. Many states like Hawaii have not addressed this issue at a".
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About one-fourth of the states responding (9 of 34 ) have no policy or law for
handling access to confidential records in therr respective archives;
Three states, Arkansas,· Tennessee, and Vermont, have avoided· this
issue by refusing to accept· records which have no date for lifting
accessibility
(i.e.,
are closed permanently).
In refusing to accept
confidential records there is some danger of the permanent loss of potentially
valuable historical material.
Seven states reported statutory provIsions which lift restrictions after a
specified period of time: Georgia,. Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Michigan, Nevada,
and Utah.
Although statutory provIsions are
informal and formal procedures for lifting
at least fifteen states have placed some
and privacy of government records. (See

not common,

when

combined

with

restrictions~ the Bureau found that

kind of time limit On confidentiality
Exhibit 1.)

Legislated access provides that records which are restricted shall be
made available to the public after a certain number of years, generally
seventy-five years, or after the death of the person about whom the record
pertains. In some states access may be lifted after a shorter period of time.
In some cases, restrictions might be. lifted after a specified period for most
records, but not for medical, men,tal health, or prison records.
Seven states' a.rchives provide access through contractual arrangements
between the archives and a researcher (California, Georgia, Michigan,
Minnesota, North Carolina, South Dakota, and West Virginia).
In these
contractual arrangements, the state archives allows a researcher access to
certain kinds of confidential records (for example, mental health records)
provided specific conditions are met by the researcher.
Contractual
agreements are usually formalized by a form, with the archivist making the
final determination on the legitimacy of the research.
I n some states the
archives permit access to confidential archival records only upon approval
from the originating department despite the fact that the records are under
the archiv~s' control.
I n this way, for example, contracts can be used to
permit a social scientist access to co'nfidential records for statistical research
purposes.
Five states (Connecticut, Massachusetts, Pennsylya~ia,' SquthCaroli'na,
and South Dakota) reported their archives have informal, unwritten policies.
'Informal access might be descriptive of those state archives which, lacking
legislation and formal administrative guidelines, have developed informal,
internal procedures which mayor may not be written into an archives policy.
That is, when the issue arises, the state archives might make its own ad hoc
evaluation of a researcher's legitimacy and integrity to permit access if there
appears to be no law which expressly prohibits access. Some of these states
have also informally set time limits on the period that any confidential record
can remain closed to researchers.
Two state archives, Maine and Minnesota, reported they have formal
administrative rules providing for the lifting of access restrictions after a
period of time.
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Twelve state archives defer to other agencies for access determination.
This could take the form of a request for an attorney general's opinion, or
seeking approval from the originating agency before granting access to
confidential records which were in the archives.
Table 1
STATE SURVEYRESUL TS

Number of states responding:

34 of 49

No Policy:
Statutory provision:
Formal administrative policy:
Contractual arrangement with researcher:
Defers to other access provisions:
Informal, unwritten policy:

9
7
2
7
12
5

states
states
states
states
states
states

Table 2
NUMB,ER OF STATES WITH SPECIFIED
TIME LIMITS ON CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS

(Some states have more than one time limit)
2 states
4 states
2 states
1 state
1 state
7 states
2 states

years:
years:
years:
years:
72 years:
75 years:
at death:

20
50
60
70

Federal guidelines for access records in the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA) are provided by the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA), the Privacy Act, and in some cases, special restrictions placed
by the issuing agency.
NARA's rules provide:
(1) access to confidential
records for quantitative research,
(2) sanitized copies with personal
information deleted, if this is possible,
(3) compliance with special
departmental restrictions, if any, and (4) no access to census records less
than 72 years old.
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Chapter 4
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
House Resolution No. 11 requested the Legislative Reference Bureau to
conduct a study of the various feder~1 and state statutes relating to the
retention and dissemination of records maintained by public archives, and to
recommend soluti9ns and propose legislation relating to the storage of
records, the du ration of storage, and destruction or release of confidential
matters. The genesis of this resolution had its roots in 1987.
In 1987, the Governor's Committee on Public Records and Privacy
received testimony from researchers who claimed that confidential public
records in the state archives--some over 100 years old--were not accessible
because of confidentiality or privacy concerns. 1
The Bureau therefore examined how various public archives handle
access to confidential. records which are permanently closed to researchers
because of access restrictions. Access to confidential public records in other
gove'rnment offices was not the focus of this study.
Findings

1.

The Role of Records Management

The function of the Hawaii State Archives is to preserve and make
available, among other things, historical public records which describe the
governance and administrative progress of the state government and its
various agencies . I n some cases, the records preserved in the archives may
contain information of a private, or confidential nature.
Access to these
r.ecords may have been restricted du ring the period the record was used
actively by the department, and retained its confidential status upon transfer
to the archives.
The issue of access to confidential archival records is linked to the
principles of records management--methods used to control the creation,
growth, use, storage,. and disposal of records. Records management is the
responsibility of every state agency, but the State Archives advises each
agency in the various processes and methods of records control.
For
example, the State Archives' records management staff might assist an agency
in selecting a filing scheme, and help determine the optimum length of
retention of certain records, given the function of the agency, the legal
requirements, etc. Departmental attention to records management techniques
results in the identification and appraisal of all records created and collected
by the agency.
.
, The development of retention schedules along with access restrictions, if
any, enables the offices to organize and control the growth of records for
efficient and economical management. Historical records, whether confidential
or not, are identified at this time for eventual transfer to the public
archives.
Records which are not destined for permanent retention in the
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archives are stored elsewhere for eventual disposal after the records have met
legal, audit, or other administrative needs.
,

The inaccessibility of the confidential archival records to researchers,
historians, genealogists, and others, raised the issue of whether and when
access may be granted. The Bu reau's research into this issue revealed that
the federal government and the various states have approached this problem
in different ways. Formal methods such as legislation or administrative rule
lift access restrictions after a specified period of time, usually seventy-five
years. Some states, lacking laws, have established informal poliCies to permit
access after the passage of a certain number of years.
In other states, the archivist and the researcher enter into a contract
which permits the researcher access but forbids releasing any identifiable
pieces of information about individuals. The remaining jurisdictions have no
procedures, policies, laws, at all or defer to the attorney general or the
issuing agency for access rules and policy.
The State of Hawaii is in a strong position for coordinating its records
management program and its historical records (archives) programs because
both records management and the public archives programs have" been
administered by the same agency, the Archives Division in the Department of
Accounting and General Services (DAGS), for more than twenty-five years.
Although the historical records branch in the Archives Division predated the
records management branch by about fifty years, historical records are
usually identified through an ongoing records' management program and
represent less than ten per cent of the total amount of records produced by
government agencies.
The records management branch of the Archives
Division works in conjunction with the historical records branch in identifying
and appraisihg that portion of public records which should be preserved in
the public archives.
Absent unusual, circumstances, an archives will not
acquire records which have not been inventoried and appraised because
without ali appraisal it would be difficult to justify permanent preservation.
Furthermore, title to these records still rests with the creating agency and
the public archives will defer to the department for access to these records.
In' the past, the Hawaii State Archives has accepted confidential records
from some departments which had not been inventoried an'd appraised.
It is
not clear why, but these records were probably accepted as a courtesy or for
the convenience of the department. These records properly still belonged to
the department, but when researchers sought access to these records, they
were referred first· by the department to the archives, then back to the
department, causing confusion and, in some cases, accusations of hiding
information.
.
The following findings and recommendations do not apply to unscheduled
records which have not been properly inventoried and appraised.
It goes
without saying that records which have not been properly inventoried and
, appraised, should -be.
The scope of this study is limited - to providing
findings and recommendations for those confidential historical records which
have been properly scheduled and transferred to the State Archives.
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2.

Impact of the Uniform Information Practices Act

Hawaii's
Uniform
Information
Practices Act
(Modified)
is being
implemented by the Office of I nformation Practices ,pu rsuant to Act 262,
Session Laws of Hawaii 1988 (Chapter 92F, Hawaii Revised Statutes). This
Act also repealed Hawaii's Public Records Act, Part, V, Chapter 92, Hawaii
Revised Statutes, and Chapter 92E, Hawaii Revised Statutes (Fair Information
Practice (Confidentiality of Personal Record)).
One of the pu rposes of this new Act was to "enhance governmental
accountability through a general policy of access to government records". To
this end, state agencies will be required to disclose a variety of governmental
records, except those containing certain confidential or personal information.
The following recommendations are made with the understanding that the
State Archives will work closely with the Office of I nformation Practices to
coordinate accessibility of confidential records which are under the archives'
purview ..
3.

Survey Findings

The Bureau surveyed all forty-nine state archives for laws, policies,
etc. regarding access to confidential records preserved in the archives.
Thirty-four state archives responded.
Nine state archives reported they
have no laws Or policies regarding this issue. Three ·state archives avoid the
issue of access by refusing to acquire confidential records.
Seven state
archives have legislation which lifts access restrictions after a period of time,
ranging from twenty years to seventy-five years, or death of the subject
individual. Seven states have formal or informal rules (instead of legislation)
which permit .researchers to access confidential records after a specified
period of time has elapsed.
At least twelve state archives defer to thei r
attorney general or to the creating agency for approval to grant access to
confidential records in the, archives. Whether through formal legislation or
informal guidelines, the seventy-five-year limitation period appeared to be the
most common choice among states, probably because it coincide$ with the
average human lifespan.
Seven
state archives
provide access through contracts between
researchers and the archives. A contractual arrangement requi res that the
archivist make a case-by-case evaluation before granting access. Some states
have a combination of legislated access, contractual access, and informal
rules.
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) of the federal
government also follows a mixture of access rules, within the guidelines of the
Freedom of I nformation Act, the Privacy Act, and special department
restrictions, if any.
I ndividually identifiable census records are not
accessible until after the passage of seventy-two years ..
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Recommendations
The recommendations of this report address the special access issues
surrounding confidential public records which have been properly transferred
to the -State Archives.
If records have not been appraised for historical
value and have not been "scheduled" after a records inventory, then these
records still belong to the creating agency and the following recommendations
are not applicable.
There are at least three different avenues available to the Legislature:
1.
Require that all public records in the Hawaii State Archives,
regardless of access restrictions and regardless of the kind of record, be
made accessible to researchers after a specified period of time, say seventyfive years after creation of the record. Seventy-five years is an arbitrary
number which can be raised or lowered as the Legislature sees fit.
An example of suggested legislation for this recommendation can be found
in Appendix D.
2.
Authorize the state archives to determine the time to lift the
accessibility period through administrative rule pursuant to chapter 91, Hawaii
Revised Statutes.
An example of this recommendation can be found in Appendix E.
3.
Allow the state· archives to handle each question 'of access through
the contract route. This would not require any legislation but would allow
. events • to raise the· issue on a case-by-case basis with the archivist
developing guidelines and policies for identifying legitimate researchers,
permitting access· to closed records, and checking the finished product so
that private information is not released or identified. As long as there is no
legislation to release records after a certain period of time, this is probably
the default position which would be taken by the archives, short of denying
access altogether.
Sample contract formats are reproduced in Appendix C.
Of the th ree methods available, the Bu reau favors the legislative method
over the administrative rule or contract routes because it clearly lifts
restrictions after a specified period of time. The contract method leaves the
decision to the discretion of an archivist to determine the legitimacy of a
researcher or the kind of research being conducted and also requires the
archivist to review the final product, article, or study to identify whether
information of a confidential or private nature has been revealed.
Allowing the status quo to continue not only prevents researchers from
conducting research from confidential government records, but may result in
the state archives proceeding on an informal basis to permit access by some
individuals to certain records, but not to others, leading to inconsistent
access by researchers.
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Appendix A

HR. ~~. II

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FOURTEENTH LEGISLATURE, 1988
STATE OF HAWAII

RELATING TO STATE ARCHIVES.

WHEREAS, the Legislature has declared that it- is the policy
of this State that the conduct and formulation of public policy
shall be conducted as openly as possible by enactment of Part I
of Chapter 92, Hawaii Revised Statutes; and
WHEREAS, the Legislature also has declared its intent to
protect the people's right to know by enactment of Part I of
Chapter 92, HRS; and
WHEREAS, the declared policy and intent assure access to
public records that evidence-the formulation of public policy, as
reflected by the enactment of Part V of-Chapter 92; and
WHEREAS, the information intended for storage in public
archives represents a potential untapped resource by which
citizens and the state government, its officers, and employees
may benefit through availability and legitimate use of the
information; and
WHEREAS, the state archives are charged with the
responsibility of storing, maintaining, and making available
state agency records deposited with the archives; and
WHEREAS, such records include agency records of a
confidential nature; and
WHEREAS, Chapter 94, provides little guidance with respect
to the regulation of public dissemination of records maintained
by the State archives, duration of storage of public oi
confidential information, and retention and disposition ofconfidential information; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the
Fourteenth Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of
1988, that the Legislative Reference Bureau is requested to
conduct a study, in consultation with the state archives, of the
various federal and state statutes relating to the retention and
dissemination of records maintained by public archives and to

HR HRO F-8208

JUD WAM 3916R
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HRj~. , I

recommend solutions and propose legislation relating to the
storage of records, the duration of storage, and destruction or
release of confidential matters; and
BE IT FURTHER R~SOLVED that the Legislative Reference Bureau
shall report its findings and recommendations to the Legislature
twenty days before the convening of the Regular Session of 1989;
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that
Resolution be transmitted to the

ence Bureau.
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Appendix B
ARTICLES ON ACCESS TO CONFIDENTIAL
. RECORDS IN STATE ARCHIVES
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Roland M. Bauman, "The Administration of Access to Confidential
Records in State Archives: Common Practices and the Need for a Model
. Lawi • 49 American Archivist 349, (Fall 1986).

2.

Kathy Roe Coker, "Confidentiality of Records and Access:
State Archival Institutions," Records Management Quarterly
22.:.31.

3.

Margaret L. Hedstrom, "Computers, Privacy, and Research Access to
Confidential Information," 6 Midwestern Archivist, no. 1 (1981), 5-18.

4.

Gary
M.
Peterson
and Trudy Huskamp Peterson, Archives and
Manuscripts: Law (Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1985),
especially chapters 3-4.

5.

Planning for the Archival Profession: A Report of the SAA Task Force
on Goals and Priorities (Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1986).

6.

Alice Robbin, "State Archives and Issues of Personal Privacy: Policies
and Practices," 49 American Archivist (Spring 1986) 163-175.

7.

Sandra Singer, "Confidentiality of Legislative Research Documents" 12
State Legislative Report no. 9 (Denver: National Conference of State
Legislatures., Nov. 1987).

8.

Virginia R. Steward, "Problems of Confidentiality. in the Administration
of Personal Case Records," 37 American Archivist (Summer 1974) 387398.
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Appendix C
MICHIGAN

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF STATE
LANSING
RICHARD H. AUSTIN

SECRETARY OF STATE

MICHIGAN 48918
MICHIGAN HISTORY DIVISION
ADMItUSTRATION. PUBLICATIONS

RESEARCH. ArID HISTORIC SITES
208 N. Capitol Avenue
517-373-0510

STATE ARCHIVES
3405 N. Logan Street
517-373-0512

STATE MUSEUM

208 N. Capitol Avenue
517-373-0515

In order to gain access to mental health records, you. must
complete the accompanying form and return it to the Archives.
Please note that page 2 calls for you to prepare on a separate
sheet a description of your research project:
Explainvlhy you
l:lant to seG· the· rr.ental health files and vlhat you intend to do
with the information obtained. Enter the title of this study
in the space provided on page 2. These steps are required to
ensure that no one's privacy is violated.
Once the enclosed form is returned to the Archives, we will
forward it to the proper authorities for approval. After a
decision is made on your request, \ve will notify you of the
verdict.
If you are given permission to see mental health
records, you vlill have to come to the Archives and examine
·the docu..rnents in person.
Sincerely,

Le Roy Barnett
Reference Archivist
Michigan State Archives
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CClN'l.'Rl\CT Ui.L ACRCE:1ENT

Fon 'flIE
RELEASE 01:' COlIFIDENTI AI. HEHTJ\.L HI.:ALTH ru:CORDS
FOR

LEGI'l'n1ATE RESI:ARCH PURPOSES

day of

This Agreement, In.3c1a and ent.ered into this
_ _ _._ _,---' 19_, by c:md bet\'leen the l-1ichigan Depc;.rtment of

Michigan ilistory Division, Archives Unit,

her~inaftcr

referred to

as tho "Archives", and

of

----------------,

---------_.-.
r~f:e.cred

Stat~ r

to an the "Researcher".

herein~;; tc~t"

WITHl::SSE'I'I! :

WHEREAS, the parties hereto

d~sira

that Confieontial

M~!'ltal

Health Records in the possession of the Archives bE;; rcleaoed for
legitiDate research purposes, and

Wf!EnEAS, t.h~ parties also desire that tho idt!ntity,-confidentiulity, and privacy of persons whoSQ namas appear in such
~ecords ba protoctod,

U0to1, Tm:nr;FOH1:;, IT IS !·1U'l'UALI.."i· ACREED by anel hc..otwocn tha
partin~

hc~cto

~lat:
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].

'.i.·liv J\r.cl1i'.'(·:: ::hdll:

<l.

1'1.!l.-jllit

Ilc<l1 th HC:L:(,r.[:;

compl L::mc.::
b.

v" i

1;\::.il.!:lr.chc~l:

lh(!
el(!

Lo rc:\'l.t:vl the

~;c 1.' j J "':U 1Ir,: .rr,' ill!)(': 10\'/ ;1 t.

Cullf.i.~;~IILi~l]

U-l',~ 1\ rell i ve~

I

0

!·~\.·:I~t:ll

[f :i.C(: in

l:h the;: provi!jicm:301 this j\<Jreemen t.

l\pPl:ove in

\'11: i

ting the dissemillclt.'ion of nny paper,

article, publicat.ion, or. other \'!ritten I!'I<lterial prc:.:srmted to the
Archives for review pursuant to paragraph 2.f. wheII same is in
compliance ':!i th the follov1ing provisions of

thi~

l\grecment.

~hClll:

2.

'1'h'3 Researcher

a.

Seurch for information contained in the.! COl'rfidential

Hcntal Hevlth Records, hereinafter referred to as
de~cribed

in the

res~':ll:ch'

proposal entitled,

-----",
herein by rcferenca

a~

"H.eco~ds",

11 _ _ _ _ _, _ _ __

tlt:tnched hereto and incorporated

J>._ppendix "l\", \·:hich propos"l.l

sh3l1al~o

describe tho Resenrcher I s particular "interest in.::md in1.:eridc.H.l
use of the Records.
b.

Respect the confidentinl nature of the Records and r.ot

indicate the nama or . identity of anypersOn.iden'ci!i'3d

intho~e

Records·' in an,,] notes, \'lri ttdn materials, or.::llprczc'rita tions IO'r
publicCJtions prepared by the

Re~etircheror'-any

'

,a<Ji.mts ,employees,

or assigns thereof.
c.
in the

Di.sclose t.hc:! name or identity of. any
Recor.J~

per~-iOn

ia(mtifi~~C!

oull' \o!hE'n such disclosure is germilno to and con-:-.

sistent with the authorized purpose for which

di~closure wa~

sought, nnd ~orcover only when su6h ~dChiificrition i~ cs~~ritial
in order to

ac;hi~vc

the purpo!':c for ."hich the

-2-
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inr(:llil~~t.ion

":::I~,

S()U~lh t

or Hhc:-.

Pl~C:VC.:tj n~J

Sllch· ide!"! ti f.i C.:J Lion \/0\..1<1 clearly be

irnprLlctiC..l1 , but In· no evc:nt whclI tlwpcrson \o:ho~·.c· identily "'QuId

be diGclo!:>cc1 is
d.

li.Y.(~ly

lru;pcct th'2

tobo htlrI':'led. by such idenLification.·.

l~ocorc3s

<.luring

norl~lCll

busillC~S

hours anrl

only within.the'·preTidses -of tl.eArchivcs' office ar.cLnot lcuve
said premises.w£th any Records, or .copies thereof, containing a
name or identifying irdorrnation, i.o., infol-rnaticnthat\vould,
in the absence ofa name, identify a person.

e.

Permit, upon request ,of the Archives, examination of- any

\·ld.t.ten or other

m<:t~rial

proposed to be taken out of the prel:lises

qf, the Archives'. of-.fice and the purging, lining

01.l~:,

deletion, or

expunging of, names or other" identify,ing informatioh' at cost to
the Rese·archer.
f.

Present to the Archives for review a 1id ,,-pproval <i copy

of any paper, article I publicntion, or othe.r \'lri ttE..'n material
\'1hich was prepared by the ResC'!.:lrcher, or any ageiits,
and

•

aS3~gns

eMploycc~s,

thereof, before said paper, article, publication, or

other written material is othel."Wise

dis~eminated.

Such copy shall

be retained by and becomet;hcproperty of the'J\:r.chives.

g.

Disseminate Clny paper,· article, publication, or

ot!l~r

written material presented to the Archives for revie\'1 pursuLlnt
to paragraph 2.f. only upon receipt of writtenno1:ice from the
Archives th.)t the J'.rchives is 5cltisfieu that sai(l paper, a:r.tic.l""
publication, or \o1ritten material is in

conlp11ancc:~

\-.-ith the

.provisions of: this Agreement.
h.

cl~rnllnd,

})uy to the l\rchivc,s upon

Rcncc'lrchcr h"s fili1l1u to

cf)"~ply ,.!1. t'h or.(~

-3-
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in thf'!

(~'Jc::nt

th.:lt thfl

or more c.:, r. the fC'r0.qoincj

suoc;h !uilUl"t' ...Iill
rCGon~~lQ ~um

1.

of

b(~

dif(ir.ult to uc;t:\.\r<ltcly

onc-tllo~sand doll~r~

(~l,OOO.OO)

~:;

!·lcnt~l

liquidated

Health, and .:my

stoa1.:c agency, and all officers, c':-;lents, and

thereof, for any costE incurred in

dafe~ld5.ng

such litigation, sterm:1:i.ng from the rcleace of

cmployee~

allY civil or criminal

litigation, and for any monetary judgm::mts whicb

liIi~lht.

oj:

by the Researcher, and any agents, employees, and

Conduct research only after this

endors~

Agreement befora its c>:ecution.

DEI' ARTMEN'l' 01" MENTAL

Approvcd_

llr:AI~TlI

Dis approved_

By________________

~

________

Title:
Date

-----------------------------

DE!'l\RTMENT OF StrATE
MICIUG1\!\~

UISTOa"f

REsr::ARCHER

DIVI!:jIOl~

ARCHIVES UNIT

By _________________

By _________ _

-I!-
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infor-

thereof.

has bC3n

repre~entative

Depal:trnent of 14ental Health, who in any case shall

from

numas, to cmd

a!;sign~

Agrce~cnt

approved and endorsed by a duly authorized

re~ult

c01~f.i.Jcntial

mation, including but.... not limited to the release

j.

the

Ind<;mnify .:md save har.mless the State of 1'1ichigan,· the

l\rchi ves, tho Michi gun Department of
oth(~r

C:;L.iIIl:ll"(.·,

nf the
1.:hi5

NEW YORK

CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT
FOR THE
RELEASE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION FROM
STATE OFFICE OF MENTAL HEALTH CLINICAL CASE RECORDS
FOR
LEGITIMATE RESEARCH PURPOSES
This Agreement, made and entered into this __________ day of,
_______________ ,

19

by

and

between

the

New

York

State

Education Department, State Archives and Records Administration,
hereinafter referred to as the "Archives," and
of

_________________ ,

hereinafter

referred

to

as

the

"Researcher."
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire that information from the
State

Office

of

Mental

Health

clinical

case

records

in the

possession of the Archives be released for legitimate research
purposes, and
WHEREAS,

the

confidentiality,

parties

also

desire

that

the

identity,

and privacy of persons whose names appear in

such Records be protected,
NOW,

THEREFORE,

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED by and between the

parties hereto that:
1.

The Archives shall:

a.

Permit

the

Researcher

to

review

the

clinical

case

records at the Archives in compliance with the provisions of this

47

Agr~ement,

section 33.13 of the Mental Hygiene Law, 14 NYCRR 528,

and whatever

additional' provisions

are required by the state

Office of Mental Health.
b.

Approve

in

writing

the

dissemination

·of

paper~

any

article, publication, or other written material presentea to the
Archives for review pursuant to paragraph 2.f. if the material is
in compliance with the following provisions of this Agreement.
2.

The Research shall:

a.

Search for information contained in the clinical case

records hereinafter referred to as "Records," described in the
research proposal entitled, " _ _ _ _~-----....."..,,.__-------

"
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Appendix
"A"

which

proposal

shall

also

describe

the

Researcher's

particular interest in and intended use of the Records.
proposal

shall

assert

that

The

the research cannot reasonably be

conducted without access to such patient informat,ion, and include
assurances

as

to

how

information

to

which

the

the

confidentiality

Researcher

seeks

of

the

access

patient
shall

be

maintained and safeguarded.
b.

Respect the confidential nature of the Records and not

indicate the name or identify of any person identified in those
Records in any noted, written materials, oral presentations, or
pUblications prepared by the Researcher or any agents, employees,
or assigns thereof.
c.

Agree

not

to

disclose

or

redisclose

to

any

other

individual patient information or work product based thereon from
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which . a patient's identity may be determined.
d.

Inspect '.the .records during" normal. business hours and

only within the· premises of the Archives' research room and not
leave

said

premises

wi th

any

Records,

or

copies

containing a nameo,f identifying infQrmation,i.e.,

thereo,f,.

information

that would, in absence.of a name, identify a person.
e.

Permi t

t

upon request of the Archives., . examination of

any wri tten or other material proposed to, be taken out of. the .
premises of the Archives'
out,

deletion,

or.

research room and the purging, lining

expunging-

of

names

or

other

identifying

information at cost to the Researcher.
f.

PresenttQ the Archives for review and approval a copy

of any paper,

article,

publica.tion,

or other written material

which was prepared by the Researcher, . or any agents, employees,
and assigns thereof, before said paper, article, publication, or
other written material

is· otherwise disseminated.

such copy

shall be retained by all.d become the property of the Archives.
g.

Dissemin,ateany paper,

a.rticle,

publication, or other

written material presented to the ..Archives for review pursuant to
paragraph

2. f.

only upon

rec.eipt

of written

notice

from the

Archives that the Archives is satisfied that said paper, article,
publication,

or

written

material

is

in

compliance

with

the

provisions of this Agreement. .
h.

Indemnify and save ,harmless the state of New York, the

state Education Department,

the Archives,

and any other state

agency, and all officers, agents, and employees thereof, for any
costs incurred in defending any civil or criminal litigation and
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for

any

monetary

litigation,
information,

judgments

stemming

from

which
the

might
release

result
of

from

such

confidential

including but not limited to the release of names,

to and by the Researcher, and any agents, employees, and assigns
thereof.
i.

Conduct research only after ·this Agreement has been

approved and endorsed by a duly authorized representative of the
state Office of Mental Health who in any case shall endorse this
Agreement before its execution.

Office of Mental Health

Approved

By

Disapproved

------------------------------------

Title:
Date: .
New York state Education Department
Office of CUltural Education
state Archives and Records
Administration

By
Title:
Date:
RESEARCHER

By
Date:
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WISCONSIN

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN
AGREEMENT FOR USE OF RESTRICTED MATERIALS
IN HEALTH RECORDS
I,
description

, will be using the following materials (brief
cal! numbers, ifappl1c:able):

0t materia;Ls,including

-

I will be using these materials for the. following pUl:'pose(s) (brief.'
description of purpose or product of your research; attach prospectus if
available) :

·co

I agree not to disclose individually identifiable information from these
records (e.g. names, addresses) either directly or through deductive
disclosure (e.g. recognizable physical descriptions).
I agree to accept the responsibility for violation of the above statement.
I will provide the holding repository with a copy of the written product of my
research, if possible.
I agree not to photocopy any of the materials.
Researcher's Signature:

---------------------------------------Signature:
-------------------Date:

Archivist's

Date:
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Appendix 0

Suggested Legislation

SECTION 1. Chapter 94, Hawaii Revised Statutes.!. is amended
by adding a new section to be appropriately designated and to
read as follows:
n§94Access to restricted records in the state archives.
Historical records which ar'e transferred to the state archives
shall be retained for posterity and title shall vest in the state
archi ves.· . Atl restrictions on access to public records which
have been deposited in the state archives, whether confidential,
classified,' or private, shall be lifted and removed seventy-five
years after the creation of the record. n

SECTION 2. This Act shall apply to all records in existence
on its effective date or created thereafter.
SECTION 3.

This Act shall take effect upon its approval.
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Appendix E

Suggested Legislation

SECTION 1. Chapter 94, Hawaii Revised Statutes, is amended
by adding a new section to be appropriately designated and to
read as follows:
"§94Period of confidentiality of confidential public
records. The state archives may adopt rules pursuant to chapter
91, to establish periods after which restricted confidential
public records stored in the state archives may be accessed by
any member of the public."
SECTION 2. Not later than July I, 1991, the state archives
shall publish a list of confidential records currently available
for research in the archives and indicate for each type of
record, the number of years after which access shall be
permitted.
SECTION 3.

This Act shall take effect upon its approval.
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